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Patterns is a small, but important part of 
the RMAP4 system.
This section allows skill practice with lunge, hinge and squat variations whilst providing 
movement variability with various crawls and “movement puzzles”.

This section is great for front loading movement skills for the upcoming sessions whilst 
also providing a fun and challenging aspect to your client’s movement preparation.

INTRODUCTION

Click the play button to watch an overview on patterns

https://vimeo.com/193358449/3358a52edf
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SPLIT SQUAT 
STATIC

1. Standing in a split stance position

2. Ribs pinned to the hips 

3. Squat down keeping the hips equidistant to each foot “pole from head to floor”

4. “Triangle foot” to grip the floor and screen for position by looking to raise the front leg

5. “Squeeze the rear glute hard”

6. Repeat for desired reps and change stance

7. To pregress reduce the ROM by placing a plate under the back foot

8. Start from the bottom up if the client struggles 

REVERSE LUNGE
1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step back. The deceleration makes it more dynamic than the split squat

3. Step back placing the ball of the rear foot on the floor and bend the back knee to give a 
90:90 front leg

4. Anterior pelvic tilt should be minimised

5. “Drag the ground towards you with the back foot and accelerate through”

6. Val slides can be used to provide variety

REVERSE LUNGE WITH 
POSTEROLATERAL REACH

1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step and deceleration makes it more dynamic than the split Squat

3. Step back placing the ball of the rear foot on the floor and bend the back knee to give a 
90:90 front leg

4. Leading with the thumbs “hitchhike “ reach both hands to 2 then 10 O’clock

5. “Drag the ground towards you with the back foot and accelerate through”

LUNGE

https://vimeo.com/193551937/e75c63439f
https://vimeo.com/193552273/969224394f
https://vimeo.com/193362128/0bcaba159e
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54321

LUNGE
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

FORWARD LUNGE
1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step forward and squat down till the back knee is just off the floor “ribs pinned to hips”

3. Hip, knees and ankles stacked

4. Step back to the start position 

WALKING LUNGE
1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step forward and squat down till the back knee is just off the floor “ribs pinned to hips”

3. Hip, knees and ankles stacked

4. Keeping the ankles, knees and hips in line step the back foot through into the next rep 

https://vimeo.com/193554154/377f054075
https://vimeo.com/193362432/4a2a865a68
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#2
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
LATERAL SQUAT 
STATIC

1. Stand with a wider than shoulder width stance, feet pointing forwards (less flexibility may 
require a narrower stance)

2. “Triangle  foot” - Big toe, little toe and heel gripping the floor

3. Send the hips back and squat laterally until the hip, knee and ankle stack over each other

4. Arms may be used as a counterbalance

COSSACK SQUAT
1. Stand with a wider than shoulder width stance, feet pointing forwards or slightly 

outwards

2. Squat down towards one leg stacking the hips knees and ankles

3. The none squatting leg remains straight, pivoting off the ball of the heel of the foot in 
order to allow it to rotate

4. *Box , bench or TRX  can be used to aid balance 

LATERAL LUNGE
1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step out laterally (feet remain forwards) and squat down onto the target leg, decelerating 
on the eccentric

3. Move across until you stack over the ankle, knee and hip

4. Keep the chest up and heels on the floor

5. Drive off the target leg and step foot back under the shoulders

6. This lunge motion provides both a declaration and acceleration component

7. This can be repeated for the same leg, alternate leg or locomotive fashion

LATERAL LUNGE: FRONTAL PLANE

https://vimeo.com/193363517/55e1e3d10e
https://vimeo.com/193363651/765d743f74
https://vimeo.com/193361838/c96a32cbd6
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#2 LATERAL LUNGE: FRONTAL PLANE
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

LATERAL LUNGE WITH  
OVERHEAD REACH

1. Start in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. Step out laterally (feet remain forwards) and squat down onto the target leg

3. Move across until you stack over ankle knee and hip

4. The lumbar flexion drives thoracic extension when we take the arms into an overhead 
reach

5. Keep the chest up and heels on the floor

6. Bring the arms back down and drive off the target leg, stepping the target foot back 
under the shoulders 

LATERAL LUNGE FLEXED T-STEP
1. Start in a T-Step position with a flexed t-spine “reach to the floor”

2. Lunge out laterally ensuring the hips, knee and ankle stack in a line

3. Step back in forming the t-shape with the feet

4. Once the desired number of repetitions are performed change legs

54321

https://player.vimeo.com/video/193385071
https://vimeo.com/193385662/6613498c89


MOVE WELL, MOVE OFTEN, 
MOVE UNDER LOAD.
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#3
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TRANSVERSE SQUAT 
STATIC

1. Set up as if you were standing on two corners of a box

2. Send the weight back towards the back foot , stacking over the hip, knee and ankle

3. Use the arms to counterbalance where required

TRANSVERSE LUNGE
1. Start with the feet hip-shoulder width apart

2. Lunge back onto the back corner of the box , stacking the hips, knee and ankle

3. Allow the toes to come up on the front leg to increase ROM

4. Return to the start position

5. This can be repeated for the same leg or done in an alternate leg fashion

TRANSVERSE LUNGE TO FLEXED  
“T” STEP

1. Start with the feet hip-shoulder width apart

2. Lunge back onto the back corner of the box , stacking the hips, knee and ankle

3. As you lunge back to the start position  form a “T-Step” with the feet to promote some 
internal hip rotation of the support leg 

4. This can be repeated for the same leg or done in an alternate leg fashion

TRANSVERSE LUNGE
54321

https://vimeo.com/193386467/4d69921700
https://vimeo.com/193387916/ad638abf3e
https://vimeo.com/193388847/b29431679a
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#4
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
CURTSEY SQUAT 
STATIC

1. From a hip-shoulder width stance drop the leg posteriorly  at a 45 degree angle “left foot 
to 4.30” “Right foot to 7.30”

2. Front foot should remain flat whilst the back foot is on the balls of the feet

3. Squat down until the back knee is off the floor 

4. The goal is to keep the hips and shoulders facing forward “head lights to the front”

CURTSEY LUNGE
1. From a hip-shoulder width stance drop the leg posteriorly  at a 45 degree angle “left foot 

to 4.30” “right foot to 7.30”

2. Front foot should remain flat whilst the back foot is on the balls of the feet

3. Squat down till the back knee is off the floor 

4. Imagine the back hip is being pulled forward and step back to the start position  “drive 
the back hip forward”

5. Repeat for the required number of repetitions

CURTSEY LUNGE
54321

https://vimeo.com/193389106/13e07c56b3
https://vimeo.com/193513770/5cc204d439
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WAITERS BOW

1. Set  up in a hip to shoulder width stance 

2. Place the dowel on the lower back and head

3. Maintaining contact hinge backwards

WALL REACH
1. Set up facing the wall in a hip to shoulder width stance

2. Reach the bum back and the hands towards the wall “like a chain being pulled from  
both ends”

3. Adjust distance from the wall as needed

HINGE WITH DB RAISE 
1. Set up facing the wall in a hip to shoulder width stance

2. Reach the bum back and the hands towards the wall “get long”

3. Adjust distance from the wall as needed

ANTERIOR LOADED HIP HINGE
1. Set up in a hip to shoulder width stance

2. Take hold of the horns of the kettlebell and pull it into the sternum. This helps increase lat 
activation and prevents spinal flexion

3. Maintaining the pull on the KB perform a hip hinge

HIP HINGE

https://vimeo.com/193521068/f06748fb96
https://vimeo.com/193518093/86a6e79cc9
https://vimeo.com/193517805/9a29ad11ea
https://vimeo.com/193518249/1a37aa80c6
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#5 HIP HINGE
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

POSTERIOR LOADED HIP HINGE
1. Set  up in a hip to shoulder width stance 

2. Holding the horns of the kettlebell and place it on the upper back

3. The client must resist flexion as they perform the hip hinge

BANDED PULL THROUGH
1. Set up in a sumo-width stance and the band between the legs

2. Flexing at the hips and with a slight knee bend take hold of the band

3. Remaining braced and with the ribs pinned to the hips squeeze the glutes to extend the 
hips

4. Reverse the movement sending the hips back

5. The increased band tension works to challenge end range hip extension

SINGLE LEG RDL PATTERNING
1.   To help clients grove the single leg hip hinge we may look to use a pivot point, a wall  

for support, or a foam roller to encouage the client to “stay long” like a “chain being 
pulled apart”.

54321

https://vimeo.com/193518463/8bfd67b5fe
https://vimeo.com/190252839/a626a07c02
https://vimeo.com/193521765/ce2c4c280a
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#5 HIP HINGE
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SINGLE LEG RDL WITH  
ANTERIOR REACH

1. Stand on one leg “triangle foot”

2. To hip hinge reach forward with the hands and send the bum back towards the wall “make  
yourself long”

3.  Once the point of tension has been found on the hamstrings pull through the heel and 
squeeze the glutes to stand up tall

4. The non support leg should be extended posteriorly as a counter balance

5. Hips and shoulders should remain parallel with the floor “hot coffee on your lower back”

6. A foam roller can be used to grove the pattern or provide support

7. Change the reach demand to challenge the client once they get comfortable 

SINGLE LEG RDL
1. Ipsilateral and dead-stop

2. Take hold of the kettlebell with both hands

3. Keeping the kettlebell close to the body hinge from the hips, sending the legs 
straight back

4. Experiment with ispsilateral, contralateral and deadstop variations

HIP AEROPLANE  
MCGILL 

1. From a single leg stance hip hinge to 45 degrees with a “soft knee”

2. Ensure the ribs are down and “stacked” over the hips

3. Bring the arms out to the side of the body  to form an “aeroplane”

4. Gripping the floor with the foot rotate the body away from the standing leg  
“bowler position”

5. Keep they eyes fixed to aid balance

6. Under control work back to the start position and continue to rotate towards the standing 
leg into a “skater position”

7. The knee should look to move in the opposite direction to the body

8. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

9. To pregress add support via a squat rack or dowel

https://vimeo.com/193521423/c4bc11a579
https://vimeo.com/193522242/22e8718827
https://vimeo.com/189843295/2c795aaf0b
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT

FOOT REACH  
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL

1. Take a single leg stance

2. Keeping the foot close to the floor and neutral reach in multiple directions “slide the cloth 
on the floor”

3. Great for hip, knee and ankle stability

4. The exercise can be performed in all directions

COMBINATIONS AND TRANSITIONS

#5 HIP HINGE
CONTINUED

54321

https://vimeo.com/193522662/73621377d8
https://vimeo.com/194037071/3ea83a1c26
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WHY USE CRAWLS?

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 1
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 

shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Individually take a hand or foot a couple of inches off the floor

3. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 2
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 

shoulders . Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. Individually take a hand or foot a couple of inches off the floor

4. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 3 
MAXIMUM HEIGHT LIFT-OFF

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. One at a time take the hand and raise it  like you were about to crawl. Hips can be taken 
through a hip circle

4. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

CRAWLING DRILLS

https://vimeo.com/193565335/f4db88793c
https://vimeo.com/193560245/72b8b500a4
https://vimeo.com/193561637/5b7d4d47ae
https://vimeo.com/193561864/22955b2836
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#5 CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 4 
STATIC CRAWL

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl one pace forward and backwards “hands and feet are on 
a string”

4. The support limbs should not move

5. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

6. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 5 
STATIC CRAWL WITH HOLDS

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing 
the support for the client

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl one pace forward and backwards “hands and feet are on 
a string”

4. Before placing the hand and foot on the floor take 1-3 seconds to hold the position, 
resisting rotation 

5. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

6. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

BEAR CRAWL PREGRESSION 6 
ROTATIONAL BEAR CRAWL

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing 
the support for the client

3. Remaining in the same place rotate 360 degrees in one direction and then the other

4. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

5. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

54321

https://vimeo.com/193562941/c922f92efe
https://vimeo.com/193759460/2e7911d4e5
https://vimeo.com/193761575/a3a9be2d49
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BEAR CRAWL

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl forwards before returning backwards. Moving in a 
backwards position places more of a demand on the shoulder

4. The knees hips and elbows should be “on train tracks”

5. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

6. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

7. To progress the client can be weighted or resisted with a band

8. The ankles can be banded to increase glute activation

HIGH TRAVEL BEAR CRAWL
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 

shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and extend the knees into a yoga press up position 

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl forwards before returning backwards. Backwards places 
more of a demand on the shoulder

4. The knees hips and elbows should be “on train tracks”

5. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

6. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

LATERAL BEAR CRAWL 1
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 

shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl laterally

4. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

5. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/194011787/9326a69b16
https://vimeo.com/194011916/e76b099c5c
https://vimeo.com/194012036/64303785d0
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#5 CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

LATERAL BEAR CRAWL 2 
CROSSOVER

1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 
shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing the 
support for the client

3. Using contralateral limbs crawl laterally allowing the hands to crossover 

4. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

5. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

LATERAL HOLLOW BODY CRAWL
1. Start in a press up position. “ribs pinned to hips, gut ,butt and thigh on” “hollow Body”

2. Maintaining good alignment (shoulders, hips and ankles in a line) reach one hand and 
foot laterally away from the body

3. Take the weight of the body on the hand and foot and pull the body across

4. Hips and shoulders should stay parallel to the floor “don’t spill the coffee on your back”

5. Perform the desired reps before repeating in the opposite direction

6. Form is paramount

REACTIVE BEAR CRAWL
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under the 

shoulders. Head in line with spine

2. Place the feet on the floor and raise the knees a couple of inches off the floor, reducing 
the support for the client

3. The trainer calls out forwards, backwards, left or right and the client must now react

4. The knees hips and elbows should be “on train tracks”

5. We are looking for minimal rotation, lumbo-pelvic control and active shoulders

6. A ball, cup or drinks bottle can be placed on the lumbar spine to provide tactile feedback 
on core positioning

54321

https://vimeo.com/194012167/b451dc8362
https://vimeo.com/194035955/5f7b003a94
https://vimeo.com/194012319/eff1ccd8b6
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
LIZARD WALK 1

1. Start on all fours” head to heel body of steel”

2. Keeping yourself low to the ground take the left knee to the outside of the left elbow and 
slide the right hand forward, gripping the floor

3. Perform a press up and slide the right hand and left leg forward

4. We are looking to be active in the shoulders and anterior core in order to promote good  
lumbo-pelvic control

LIZARD WALK 2
1. Start on all fours” head to heel body of steel”

2. Keeping yourself low to the ground take the left knee to the outside of the left elbow and 
slide the right hand forward, gripping the floor

3. Drop the left hip to rotate the body, opening up the anterior and lateral hip before 
repeating on the opposite side

4. We are looking to be active in the shoulders and anterior core in order to promote good  
lumbo-pelvic control

LIZARD WALK 3 
LOW LIZARD WALK

1. Start on all fours” head to heel body of steel”

2. Keeping yourself low to the ground take the left knee to the outside of the left elbow and 
slide the right hand forward, gripping the floor

3. Rotate the hips before repeating on the opposite side

4. We are looking to be active in the shoulders and anterior core in order to promote good  
lumbo-pelvic control

CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/194012477/e7e54af43b
https://vimeo.com/194013711/afecf1936b
https://vimeo.com/194013860/9601859534


NO MAN HAS THE RIGHT 
TO BE AN AMATEUR 
IN THE MATTER OF 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. IT 
IS A SHAME FOR A MAN 
TO GROW OLD WITHOUT 
SEEING THE BEAUTY AND 
STRENGTH OF WHICH 
HIS BODY IS CAPABLE.
SOCRATES
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BUNNY HOPS

1. Start from a crouching position, feet shoulder width and the hands narrow

2. Reach forward with the hands and place onto the floor. Gripping and reaching with  
the shoulders

3. Taking the weight onto the hands, drive the knees and feet to the outside of the hands

4. As the feet contact the floor the client should transfer the weight back onto the feet giving 
a more upright posture

5. This variation helps to accumulate time in deep hip, knee and shoulder flexion whilst 
loading the hands, wrists, elbows and shoulders

LATERAL BUNNY HOPS
1. Start from a crouching position, feet shoulder width and the hands narrow

2. Reach laterally with tea hands and place onto the floor. Gripping and reaching with  
the shoulders

3. Taking the weight onto the hands, press into the floor and transition the feet beyond  
the hands

4. As the feet contact the floor the client should transfer the weight back onto the feet giving 
a more upright posture

5. Repeat in the opposite direction or perform in an alternating fashion

HANDSTAND WHEELS 
MONKEY ROLL

1. Moving laterally place the hands (at a 135 degree angle to the body) on the floor

2. Transfer the weight onto the hands to allow the feet to come to the floor and be placed 
ahead of the hands

3. As the client gets more confident slow the transitions down, spending longer and longer 
with the feet off the floor

HANDSTAND SCISSORS 
1. From a standing position reach forwards, looking to maintain a hollow position

2. Place the hands onto the floor “reaching long”

3. Transition the weight into the hands looking to stack the shoulders over the hands

4. Scissor the legs before landing and stepping forwards into the next kick up

CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/194013999/67e9d57d46
https://vimeo.com/194014176/03a38bf207
https://vimeo.com/194014338/5b86764806
https://vimeo.com/194014614/fd49522c7c
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#5 CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

SEAL CRAWL
1. From the top of a press up position actively protract the shoulders

2. “Gut, butt and thigh on”

3. Place the feet on Val slides, keeping the feet together and the legs straight

4. Walk the hands forward pulling and pushing the ground

5. Look to minimise any frontal plane shifting and maintain anterior core tightness

6. To progress perform the exercise going feet first

ARCHER CRAWL
1. Lie prone on the floor with one arm adducted at shoulder height and the other under the 

shoulder (bottom position of the press up)

2. “Gut, butt and thigh on”, look away from the adducted arm

3. Pull with the straight arm and push with the bent arm to move the entire body laterally

4. The extended arm will now we flexed and the armed that started in a flexed position  
now extended

5. Reset the hands back to their start positions and repeat for required distance or reps

6. Go both direction to work both sides equally

CRAB WALK
1. Sit on the floor with the soles of the feet flat

2. Place the hands on the floor and take the weight of the body onto the hands

3. Squeeze the glutes to raise the glutes off the floor

4. Ensure the shoulders remain depressed as we look to prevent anterior humeral glide

5. Many clients will struggle to perform this exercise correctly

6. To progress try the crab walk in multiple directions

54321

https://vimeo.com/194032672/78f0b350b4
https://vimeo.com/194014470/418219739e
https://vimeo.com/194035558/4ca4f5154b
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#5
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
CRADLE WALK INTO FORWARD LUNGE

1. Take hold of the lower leg. The inside of the forearm should be on the tibia and femur

2. Ensure the knee does not go below the foot. Bring the knee and hip up at the same time 
not cranking onto the knee

3. Lunge forward

INCHWORM

DUCK WALKS
1. Start in a shoulder width stance. Squat down coming onto the balls of the feet. The torso 

should remain upright

2. Place one leg forward with the foot flat on the floor. Press the knee forward over the toes. 

3. This will create some rotation in the torso but look to minimise it

4. With the weight now on the front leg step the back leg through, placing the foot flat on 
 the floor

5. Repeat for the desired number of reps

6. Look to stay low throughout and always work control over speed

CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/194035752/21f9aabd9c
https://vimeo.com/194036219/cbc5e1d23a
https://vimeo.com/194036419/76d772e0d5
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#5 CRAWLING DRILLS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

DUCK WALK 2
1. Start in a shoulder width stance. Squat down coming onto the balls of the feet. The torso 

should remain upright

2. Place one leg forward working on the balls of the feet. Press the knee forward over  
the toes

3. Once you have balance aim to sweep the back leg out in an arc and round in front of  
the body

4. Transition the weight to the front leg again working on the balls of the feet

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions 

6. This will be far beyond most gen pop clients initially. Build up slowly

7. To pregress encourage clients to place the hands on the floor to provide more stability 
when transitioning or pregress to duck walks

HORSE WALK
1. Start in a sumo stance before stepping forward with on leg

2. Roll from the heel to the toe as the client begins to shift the weight onto the leg

3. Keeping the legs wide (client specific) step through with the other leg, rolling from heel 
to toe

4. The aim is to keep the hips low throughout the walk
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https://vimeo.com/194036670/42a2144168
https://vimeo.com/194036827/ad02bb8337



